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Puncture Repair Using 
220 – 224 Permacure Repair

For any tires used in a highway application, Industry Recommendations state that the tire should be 
demounted and repaired from the inside, using suitable vulcanizing rubber material to fill the injury 
and an appropriate repair unit on the inner liner to reinforce the injured area. The use of a Permacure 
repair only is considered a temporary repair.

WARNING

continued on side 2

Conduct a thorough inspection of the tire. During the 
inspection process mark all injuries and defects found. 
For tires used in highway applications, the injury should 
be limited to the crown area only. Whenever possible, an 
inside repair unit should be used in conjunction with a 
Permacure repair.

1. 

Inspect the injury with a Spiral Tool, checking for size and 
separations. When sizing the injury, if less than 1/2 of the 
tapered portion of the Spiral Tool has been accepted by 
the injury use the 220. If the injury accepts more than 1/2 
of the tapered portion of the Spiral Tool use a 222. For 
truck tire applications there is only one repair available, 
the 224 repair.

3. Use an air-line to pressurize the tire to approximately 10 
psi. This makes the sidewalls rigid; which makes the 
application of the repair easier. This is not necessary in 
truck tires as the tire is very rigid. For truck tire repair the 
use of a #270 carbide cutter is recommended to remove 
damaged steel from the tire. Using a low rpm drill with a 
maximum speed of 1,200 rpm run the cutter through the 
tire a minimum of three times from the outside of the tire.

4.

Apply #760 or #770 Chemical Vulcanizing Fluid into the 
injury using a Spiral Tool in a clockwise rotation both in 
and out of the tire. Repeat this process a minimum of 
three times to ensure that there is Vulcanizing Fluid 
completely through the injury. In truck tires the injury 
should be cemented a minimum of five times.

5. Remove the blue poly from the selected Permacure 
repair by first rotating the repair between your fingers. 
This will break the poly loose from the cushion gum. 
When removing the blue poly avoid touching the cushion 
gum as this will lead to contamination.

6.

2. If the tire has any separations, conditions such as run 
flat/under inflation or injuries beyond repairable limits, the 
tire must be removed from service. If present, remove the 
damaging object. Observe the angle in which the object is 
removed. This will give some indication of the angle of the 
injury.
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Puncture Repair Using 
220 – 224 Permacure Repair

Insert the Permacure repair into the eye of the needle 
making sure that the repair is centered.

Remove the Spiral Tool from the injury. Then push the 
insert into the tire until the loop of the insert clears the 
inside of the tire. Do not twist the insert tool while inserting 
the repair.

Cut off the excess Permacure with a knife or diagonal 
pliers.

7.

9.

11.

Apply a light coat of Vulcanizing Fluid to the Permacure 
insert.

Remove the insert tool by pulling straight out of the tire.

Inflate the tire to operating pressure and use Tech-Chek 
to ensure that the hole is sealed properly. If a leak is 
present, apply a second Permacure repair at the point of 
air loss. Recheck the hole for leaks, if present, demount 
and repair from the inside.

8.

10.

12.
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